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But in a place like the Diadem, where the normal laws of nature appear to be ignored entirely, it is impossible to say exactly where this water comes from.Used in expert crafting recipes. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Ice Stalagmite Be sure to hold this the right way up or it could be mistaken for a stalactite.Used in expert crafting
recipes. 2.0 Umbrella Fig An ornamental plant native to the islands of the south seas, given its name by Lalafellin clans who used its prodigious leaves in lieu of umbrellas. “Burned to death by flaming frog vomit” is hardly the sort of remark one wants in their obituary.Used in level 60 and 70 crafting recipes. 2.2 Tempered Glass Glass treated in
flame and then quickly cooled to increase its resistance to heat as well as its overall hardness. 2.2 Thavnairian Adhesive Countless Hannish alchemists have chosen death over revealing the secret recipe of this odorless paste used in the creation of some of the island nation's most valuable armor. This can make transporting it somewhat
troublesome. 5.3 Terminus Putty A powerful adhesive invented by Master Severian of the Alchemists' Guild, so named for being the putty to end all putty. 2.0 Horsetail A robust grass resembling a horse's tail, often used as an abrasive. It is only found in the mountains of Eastern Aldenard. 5.11 Skyspring Water Crystal-clear water taken from a
secluded spring located on a remote islet floating above the Sea of Clouds. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Spring Water Despite the potentially misleading name, it can also be collected in summer and autumn. 4.4 Basaltic Clay Pitch black in color due to its rich density of minerals, this clay is found only in the deepest parts of the sea. 3.1
Persimmon Leaf While not edible, the leaves of the persimmon tree are oft used in the preservation of other food. 2.0 Agedeep Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. 4.3 Stonehard Water Water so replete with minerals that drinking it unboiled is inadvisable,
regardless of how appealing that may seem. 3.4 Grade 3 Vitality Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.0 Gyr
Abanian Carbon Rods Pure carbon used in the manufacture of specialty steel. 6.0 Animal Fat The foul-smelling fatty tissue of a beastkin. 5.2 Spoken Blood The warm blood of a bipedal sentient. In several cases, the snake has been known to spring to life after moons of being entirely submerged in the liquid. 5.2 Splendid Tarichuk Feather
Fortunately, the former owner was kind enough to molt this fine feather for you to collect without the need to resort to bloodshed, which may explain how it retains its natural splendidness.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. Unfortunately, this particular powder has lost all effectiveness. 2.0 Trillium A
beautiful, white, tripetaloid flower. This particular piece contains very few impurities, allowing for longer, hotter combustion. 3.0 Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Dawn Lizard Those wondering what separates this from a non-artisanal dawn lizard need only observe the way it devours its prey. 2.2 Azim Spring Water Water of uncommon clarity
sourced from underground springs on the Azim Steppe. It must be thrown against a wall with an overarm motion, and then bounce exactly three and a half times before being caught in a bowl of hot porridge. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Rock Salt It seems there are almost as many varieties of rock salt as there are varieties of rock,
if the skybuilders' somewhat arbitrary system of assigning names is to be believed.Used in expert crafting recipes. 4.3 Fragrant Steppe Wildgrass Unusually fragrant wildgrass, rare even on the Azim Steppe.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.0 Enchanted Mythrite Ink Ink fortified with mythrite sand
to improve aetherial conductivity. 5.11 Skybuilders' Spring Water Having only traveled the relatively short distance from the Coerthas central highlands to Ishgard, this spring water is still remarkably fresh, though the icy chill threatens to freeze it inside the bottle. It is often gathered and put on display during regional winter festivals. 3.55a
Duskglow Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. 6.05 Grade 6 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its
wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.2 Grade 3 Intelligence Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Pelagic
Clay Heavy on eolean dust and the bones of marine creatures─it is generally better to not ask which─this clay is found only in the deepest parts of the sea. 5.21 Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Spring Water Rather than simply being free of impurities, this water actually possesses the ability to preemptively destroy any impurities that dare to come
near it. 2.0 Wild Banana Shoot Under the proper conditions, this seedling will grow into a tree almost ten fulms high, and produce upwards of four score bananas per season. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Umbral Tortoise In addition to its craggy hide and shell protecting it from the teeth and claws of predators, the earth-aspected aether with which it
is infused causes it to taste like soil. 2.1 Chalk A soft, white powder made by heating seashells in a furnace. 6.1 Imp Wing The membranous wing of an imp. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Truespring Water Often confused with falsespring water, which is remarkably similar apart from the fact it smells like a wet dog. 2.0 Enchanted Dimythrite Ink
Ink fortified with dimythrite sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 3.0 Mandrake The man-shaped root of a wild plant commonly found growing on Vylbrand. 5.0 Boggy Bark This slab of bark harvested from an ancient swampland tree is covered thick in verdant moss.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log.
5.41 Grade 4 Strength Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.05 Grade 2 Reisui of Intelligence When applied to
items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.3 Steppe Safflowers A brightly colored flower that blooms across the Azim
Steppe. 4.0 Hallowed Water Water blessed by an anointed Halonic Orthodox priest. 2.0 Silkmoth Scales The powdery scales of a silkmoth's wing. 3.0 Shark Oil An odorless oil extracted from the fatty tissue of sharks. The inhabitants of Thavnair's capital city of Radz–at–Han have a strange custom that states if two people meet underneath a sprig
of mistletoe, they must each give the other one of their shoes. 2.0 Forbidden Wax Forbidden in many markets for the nefarious means with which it is extracted, this wax is cherished by leatherworkers for the luster it brings to tanned hides when applied. 4.0 Grade 1 Reisui of Strength When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern
potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Primordial Resin Made from congealed primordial soup.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 5.2
Splendid Worm Packed with splendid nutrients, any who consume this worm will become as hardy as the rocks it dwells within.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.2 Thavnairian Horsetail A robust grass grown on Thavnair, often used as an abrasive. For a carnivorous, slavering scalekin, it has the most
impeccable table manners, or more precisely, “blood-spattered patch of ground manners.”Used in expert crafting recipes. 4.05 Formic Acid The pungent and corrosive secretion of an antling. 6.0 Grade 5 Vitality Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether
aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.1 Morbol Vine The squirming vine of a morbol. Culinarians are investigating the connection between its combustive properties and claims that the consumption of mugwort causes indigestion.※Only for use in
Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.0 Thavnairian Resin A long-lasting synthetic resin concocted by Radz-at-Han's finest alchemists. 4.4 Hakutaku Eye Cluster A cluster of eyes from a legendary beast, the Hakutaku. 5.31 Approved Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Barbgrass The countless tiny barbs at the tips of this
hardy plant are believed to deter grazing beastkin. 5.05 Multifaceted Alumen This all-in-one alumen, refined and modified in a collaborative effort by the Mean's various facets, is used to tan and deodorize hides. 2.0 Potter's Clay Thick, sticky clay used to make cups, pots, and jars. 5.45 Oddly Delicate Shark Oil The treatment to which the shark
was subjected to extract its oil was anything but delicate. 5.45 Oddly Specific Dark Matter Darker (and more specific) than your average matter. Can't blame a man for keeping his resin to himself, can you?”─Excerpt from How to Win Friends and Execute People: Climbing the Ranks of the Temple Knightsby unknown authorUsed in level 80 crafting
recipes. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Asphaltum Plans to use this sticky, black substance to cover the streets of Ishgard were vehemently opposed, as it would ruin the uniformly grey aesthetic─which on most days includes the sky itself. 2.0 Growth Formula Beta This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 4.4 Grade 4
Reisui of Strength When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.1 Duskborne Aethersand The elementally
aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. 4.3 Viscous Secretions The viscous secretions of a slug. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Mistletoe Any ancient myths describing darts made from a sprig of mistletoe neglect to mention the fact that when thrown, it displays the airborne grace of a drunken, one-winged chicken. 3.0 Glacier Crystal A
crystal aspected to both ice and water. 3.0 Black Firesand A higher concentration of saltpeter makes this flammable powder slightly more explosive than normal firesand. 2.0 Black Soil This rich, dark soil receives its color from a high concentration of organic matter. 3.0 Duskfall Moss Infusions made with this hardy brown-black foliage are
believed to restore vigor. Regardless of its origins, the powder has been proven to be decidedly potent. 5.05 Multifaceted Resin This all-in-one resin, created in a collaborative effort by the Mean's various facets, can be used as either an adhesive or protective varnish as necessary. Luckily, laymen need only know how much it will fetch at market and
whether or not one must face any life-endangering peril to obtain it.Used in level 60 and 70 crafting recipes. It seems awfully unhygienic.”“No, my sweet prince, that would not be proper. 3.05 Wyvern Wing The thick leathery wing of a wyvern. 2.0 Voidrake Given its bizarre shape and extreme toxicity, this root is thought to have originated from
the void. While the stalk is filled with a toxic milky substance, the leaves and roots can be dried and brewed into medicinal infusions. 6.0 Endwood Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. 3.0 Enchanted Copper Ink Ink fortified with copper sand to improve aetherial
conductivity. 2.1 Belladonna A beautiful flower common in Aldenard from which a potent sleeping poison can be extracted. 3.0 Enchanted Palladium Ink Ink fortified with palladium sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 5.35 Oddly Specific Mineral Sand If Nimie is to be believed, the precise mineral composition by grain is key in sand-related
projects. 3.4 Tempest Adhesive Another of Grenoldt's creations. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Toad One of the skybuilders has been tasked with kissing every toad they receive on the off chance of it being a cursed prince. 2.2 Underground Spring Water Clear, sweet water bottled at its subterranean source. 5.0 Agewood Aethersand The
coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. 2.1 Damp Hakutaku Eye A dripping eyeball of the legendary Hakutaku. 2.2 Maple Sap An odorless and colorless liquid extracted from maple trees. 2.2 Gobcraft Resin A synthetic resin created by the goblins to protect leatherwork and
carpentry from the elements. The same could, in fact, be said for practically any salt, but the Qitari tend to notice when someone tries to fob them off with anything less than the genuine article, hence the need to seek out this particular variety.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.31 Approved Grade 3
Skybuilders' Rock Salt This particular type of salt is for sprinkling on rocks to make them taste better, hence the name “rock salt.”Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 2.2 Distilled Water The distilling process has removed all impurities from this water. 3.0 Superior Deep-green Enchanted Ink Fortifying ink with powder created by grinding down
multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink fortified with common metals. Used in the tanning of raw animal hides. 3.0 Diluted Vitriol A flask of vitriol diluted with pure water. 2.45 Bone Charcoal Not actually created from bones, this hot-burning fuel is the result of baking coal in an airless
furnace at an extremely high temperature. 5.0 Grade 1 Mind Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. Many volunteers suspect that
such tasks are set merely to test their patience. 5.0 Singing Cluster A large crystal formation so charged with magicks that it literally hums. 5.2 Astral Oil Refined oil with an unbalanced elemental aspect tipping towards astral. Used in level 80 crafting recipes. Used in the coloring and waterproofing of leather and cloth, as well as in the production
of firesand. 2.5 Enchanted Quicksilver This sample of hydrargyrum has been imbued with powerful magicks. 6.0 Edible Bud A plant bud that, despite having been plucked somewhat at random in the Azim Steppe, is both safe and pleasant to eat.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.5 Royal Fern The
broad fronds of this brilliant green variety of fern are believed to be imbued with heavenly magicks. 5.0 Tinolqa Mistletoe A variety of parasitic plant that is commonly found growing on trees in the Black Shroud. 4.36 Dandelion This common flower produces a globe of lightweight seeds that are carried remarkable distances when blown in the
wind. 2.2 Scarlet Urushi This glossy red coating, made from the sap of the lacquer tree, is used to both color and preserve wooden crafts. That is what is worse. 4.3 Dusklight Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. This particular variety exhibits some of the best deodorizing properties of all alumen.
Strangely, this even includes a number of desserts, which flies in the face of all common logic. 3.2 Powdered Merman Horn This mysterious powder is claimed to have been ground from the horn of a merman, prompting the question, do mermen have horns? 2.0 Morbol Saliva Watery secretions harvested from the mouth of a morbol. The chances
of the cold-blooded scalekin being content in its frozen new surroundings are slim at best, and you can only hope that the skybuilders are grateful to you for supplying a miserable and motionless lizard. Such claims have yet to be verified, however.Used in expert crafting recipes. 6.0 Stormsap The chemical composition of this milky violet liquid is
unknown, but its color─reminiscent of a thundercloud illuminated by lightning─has given rise to rumors surrounding its origins that have led to the unfortunate electrocution of many a scholar and profiteer alike. 3.0 Grade 1 Reisui of Dexterity When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents,
dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.0 Leafborne Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced floral matter. 3.3 Light Gerbera A type of gerbera named for its bright white
flowers. 4.0 Grade 1 Reisui of Intelligence When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.41 Grade 4
Skybuilders' Finest Rock Salt This particular variety of rock salt has proved so popular with Ishgardian diners, that many choose to forego their meal altogether and spend the evening licking the communal salt rock instead.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 3.0 Grade 1 Mind Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental

alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.3 Peat Moss Soil created by thousands of years of decaying flora gathering on the bottom of marshes. 2.1 Shroud Tea Leaves Picked from plants
that grow wild in the Black Shroud, these leaves are extremely bitter and are not ideal for brewing tea. 3.5 Cloud Mushroom An aptly named fungus commonly found in the Sea of Clouds, wind providing a means of spore distribution from one islet to the next. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Spring Water The name may indicate that there are very
specific criteria to pass muster with the skybuilders, but the taste and smell are the same as almost any other type of water. 3.0 Crystal Sand Sand made from crystals of varying elemental aspects, ground into fine granules. Consumption is not recommended, even during times of starvation. 5.4 Garlean Rubber A lightweight rubber far more
elastic than the common variety found in Eorzea. 3.0 Atomos Corpulence A small piece of throbbing flesh sliced from the devourer of worlds, Atomos. 3.4 Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Barbgrass The countless tiny barbs at the tips of this hardy plant are believed to deter grazing beastkin. 5.0 Lime Sulphur An alchemical compound made by
boiling a mixture of powdered limestone and sulphur. 2.4 Yanxian Parsley This Far Eastern perennial has a biting aroma that even many Othardians find off-putting. Drinking this is unlikely to result in life-threatening dehydration. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Toad You had best treat this warty little creature kindly as it may be a ninja's
hellfrog in disguise. 5.0 Yellow Ginseng A Far Eastern root used in various medicines. 4.05 Grade 2 Reisui of Mind When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and
its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.0 Enchanted Electrum Ink Ink fortified with electrum sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 4.0 Nipplewort Named for the protruding buds from which its bright-yellow flowers bloom, nipplewort is a common winter annual whose leaves are gathered for use in Othardian cuisine. Or Peter,
whoever that is.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.5 Vampire Cup Vine The thick, leathery vine of a vampire cup. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Resin “He tried to take it from me, or at least, he looked like he wanted to. 2.0 Domacoat Not to be outdone by their Near Eastern counterparts who perfected
the aurum regis-hardening agent, Raziqcoat, several Far Eastern alchemists have joined together to create Domacoat─a substance capable of hardening palladium. It lacks the deodorizing properties of its lighter counterpart. This fine sand emits a crepuscular glow independent of ambient light. 6.05 Granular Clay Crumbly balls of reddish clay
added to soil to improve both moisture retention and drainage. 2.2 Shrub Seedling The seedling of a squat shrub favored by topiarists across the realm for its bright-green leaves and dense web of tiny branches. 4.0 Ewer Clay Clay said to have been used to craft Thaliak's very own ewer. 3.4 Spirit Extract The condensed aether of a once-living
being. The fine covering of dirt seems to have the adverse effect of hindering the leaves from doing...whatever it is leaves do, which may explain the shrub's rather short stature.Can only be gathered during an umbral duststorm.Used in expert crafting recipes. 5.2 Splendid Stalk This hollow stalk makes the perfect flute, and produces sounds so
splendid as to transport one to another world.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.2 Tender Dill A small variety of dill characterized by its sweet fragrance. 3.0 Seagrot Water Brackish water taken from the Sastasha Seagrot. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Spring Water Spring water is
said to result from a series of complex processes that unfold deep underground. 2.45 Periwinkle A mildly poisonous flower found across the Three Great Continents. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Umbral Galewood Sap Practically pulsating with wind-aspected aether. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Sesame Sesame is not only a useful plant, but the mere
mention of its name is believed to open many doors in a very literal sense. 5.11 Skybuilders' Sea Salt The ocean depths are dark and full of horrors... 5.21 Grade 2 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to
dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Toad You had best treat this warty little creature kindly as it may be a ninja's hellfrog in disguise. 2.0 Linseed Oil An oil made by pressing flax seeds. 2.0 Gelato Flesh A quivering gelatinous lump of voidsent flesh
neither cold nor sweet. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Rock Salt “But Mother, can we not break the salt rock into smaller chunks to save us all from having to lick the same piece? 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Truespring Water Often confused with falsespring water, which is remarkably similar apart from the fact it smells like a wet dog.Used in
level 80 crafting recipes. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Spring Water A number of stringent tests are performed to determine the grade assigned to spring water, including the measurement of time taken to evaporate when poured into a shallow dish and placed next to a hot pig.Used in level 60 and 70 crafting recipes. 3.0 Immutable Solution
Whatever else happens, you can always rely on this substance─whatever it is─not to change. 4.0 Gyr Abanian Spring Water Cold, clear mountain water harvested from hidden springs located in the highlands of Gyr Abania. 3.2 Goblacquer A protective sealant created by goblins and used to protect wood from rot and water damage, as well as
provide it a lustrous sheen. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Primordial Resin Made from congealed primordial soup.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 2.0 Wooden Hakutaku Eye A ligneous eyeball of the legendary Hakutaku. Up to twenty purple finger-length flowers can bloom on a single stalk. 5.25 Oddly Specific Seed Flour A fine powder,
ground and sifted with extraordinary─some might even say excessive─precision. Close This Ad Rebuild Lists Name Description Patch Abalathian Mistletoe A variety of parasitic plant found growing on trees in the Sea of Clouds. 4.05 Double-edged Herb Incredibly potent, but also incredibly hard to find without getting lost in the woods and meeting
an untimely end. 2.0 Enchanted Hardsilver Ink Ink fortified with hardsilver sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 3.0 Beastkin Blood The warm blood of a beast. Large plantations of carnations can be found in and around Gridania. 2.0 Ratanhia Leaves Leaves of a low-growing shrub native to the plains of Nagxia. 4.1 Gyr Abanian Wax A
uniquely Gyr Abanian wax that renders even the most decrepit of hides supple and lustrous when applied as part of the tanning process. 2.28 Sweet Alyssum This plant that blooms with myriad tiny flowers smelling of honey. 3.05 Dubbin A greasy mixture of wax, oil, and tallow used for waterproofing and softening leather, while helping maintain
its luster. Several members of the community rub this on the more pungent areas of the body as a substitute to proper washing, a practice that is largely frowned upon.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.3 Grenade Ash Dark grey ash produced by the internal combustions of a grenade. Do not shake before
opening. 2.0 Dawnborne Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. Can't blame a man for keeping his resin to himself, can you?” ─Excerpt from How to Win Friends and Execute People: Climbing the Ranks of the Temple Knights by unknown author Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 2.0 Growth Formula Alpha
This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Maple Sap Any insect foolhardy enough to attempt sampling its delight will invariably find itself trapped within this glutinous substance, preserved for future generations to study and possibly experiment on. 4.0 Deep-blue Enchanted Ink Fortifying
ink with powder created by grinding down multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink fortified with common metals. 3.3 Voidsent Blood The bubbling blood of a voidsent. 3.4 Grade 3 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will
dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. Failure to adhere to the correct dosage may lead to symptoms far worse than the ailment it was meant to cure. 6.0 Moor Leech A bloodsucking leech. 5.2 Splendid
Mineral Oil Anyone hoping to use this oil in its raw state to close wounds and heal grazes will be left sorely disappointed, and perhaps just sore.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.0 Grade 1 Strength Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute
amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Rock Salt This particular type of salt is for sprinkling on rocks to make them taste better, hence the name “rock salt.” Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 5.11
Skybuilders' Toad What is worse than being born a toad? 4.2 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Adder As one can imagine, there is a host of practical applications for a venomous snake in the Ishgardian reconstruction efforts. Most people would probably view it rather differently, however, if they knew that the plant is in fact a voracious parasite that mercilessly
drains the life from its host.Used in level 60 and 70 crafting recipes. 2.0 Newborn Soulstone An artificially crafted soulstone used primarily in the conjuring of arcane entities. 5.2 Island Seedling A seedling that grows in the wilderness of Vylbrand. 5.2 Saltpeter A translucent crystalline substance often used in making glass, firesand, and dyes.
2.0 Growth Formula Iota This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 5.05 Grade 2 Strength Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the
remaining beneficial elements. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Umbral Dirtleaf One of the only plants known to grow its leaves underground before allowing them to surface. 3.05 Grade 2 Reisui of Dexterity When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute
amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 6.0 Grade 5 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental
to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.1 Sephirot Sap Left behind by the Fiend, this lump of sap appears to pulse with aetheric energy. 5.2 Splendid Greenwattle Named for its likeness to the skin dangling from a chicken's neck, only much greener.※Only for use in Qitari beast
tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.2 Dryad Sap A partially congealed ball of sticky sap extracted from a dryad. House chefs for wealthy and noble families will oft use these rare specimens to chill ales and white wines during the summer moons. 5.0 Grade 1 Vitality Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this
alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.4 Hardened Sap A partially congealed ball of sticky tree sap. 3.0 Azeyma Rose A flowering ornamental plant said to be beloved of Azeyma, the
Warden. 4.36 Workbench Resin Grenoldt's signature resin─whether the result of one of his more inspired moments or creative dry spells, no one can say. While it has no effect on the five races, the oil contained in the leaves is known to cause gaelicats and other normally aggressive feline beastkin to exhibit excessively playful behavior. 5.31
Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Adder As one can imagine, there is a host of practical applications for a venomous snake in the Ishgardian reconstruction efforts. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Tortoise Those who believe dogs are man's best friend have obviously never met a tortoise.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 6.05 Grade 6 Vitality Alkahest
When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.0 Varnish A coating used to protect wooden surfaces and give them a clear and shiny
finish. 3.05 Synthetic Resin A fully malleable synthetic resin created through the wonders of alchemy. Used for lubrication as well as in medicines. 4.05 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Adder Venomous, but not fatally so. 2.0 Lizard Tail In defiance of all logic and natural laws, this tail is still partly alive, and twitches occasionally. 5.11 Skybuilders' Ruby
Sea Water While water from the Ruby Sea may not sound particularly appealing, this was actually brought from a small freshwater spring on one of the surrounding islands. 2.0 Broombush The dried stalks of this hardy shrub are commonly used in the making of brooms. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Finest Rock Salt This particular variety
of rock salt has proved so popular with Ishgardian diners, that many choose to forego their meal altogether and spend the evening licking the communal salt rock instead.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 3.3 Alumen A white mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal hides. 3.3 Crystallized Sap Tree sap that has crystallized and hardened into a
small cluster. 3.05 Grade 2 Vitality Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.05 Oriental Grass Tuft A tall variety of
grass common in the Far East. 5.4 Grade 4 Reisui of Dexterity When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements.
5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Alumen In recent years, there have been calls to abandon the use of “pinches” as a unit of measurement for powders. 4.0 Grade 1 Reisui of Mind When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements
detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.0 Weathering Agent This corrosive concoction rusts and breaks down metal. It also has deodorizing properties. Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 5.25 Oddly Specific Striking Stone This curious sphere tends to set nearby tinder alight
at but a touch, whether such an effect is desired or not. Perhaps you should keep it all to yourself. 2.0 Void Glue A powerful adhesive created by boiling down the flesh of various voidsent. 3.05 Quick-hardening Sealant A powerful adhesive developed and used by the Ehcatl Nine. 3.0 Grass Viper A deadly snake common in grasslands across
Eorzea. 5.0 Endstone Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. This bottle could contain the very last sample of its kind. 5.2 Grade 3 Dexterity Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether
aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. The pungent smoke emitted when burned as an incense is believed to repel all manner of vilekin. 2.5 Black Clay A partially synthetic clay created by mixing ground stone with an alchemical reagent. 4.3 Heatresistant Plaster Due to its heat-resistant properties, this plaster is oft used to create molds for metalworking. Finds use in both medicinal and culinary applications. 2.0 Vampire Vine Sap Sap harvested from the vampire vine─thankfully not the color of blood. 2.4 Red Alumen A reddish variety of the mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal
hides. Still, there are worse ways to go than being enveloped in one's favorite sweet treat. 2.0 Hydrozoan Umbrella The soft, gelatinous body of a hydrozoan. 6.0 Enchanted Iron Ink Ink fortified with iron sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 3.0 Red Clay Natural clay commonly used by potters and sculptors for its high malleability. 5.41
Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Sesame The sesame plant is robust enough to grow in even the most inhospitable environments, including those in which the botanists tasked with gathering said plant are incapable of surviving. 5.21 Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Rock Salt It seems there are almost as many varieties of rock salt as there are
varieties of rock, if the skybuilders' somewhat arbitrary system of assigning names is to be believed.Used in expert crafting recipes. The concentration of this bottle's contents appears to be remarkably high. 2.0 Beetle Glue An adhesive substance created by grinding down the chitinous carapaces of beetles and mixing it with heated pine resin. 6.0
Superior Deep-blue Enchanted Ink Fortifying ink with powder created by grinding down multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink fortified with common metals. Poison extracted from its leaves is several times more deadly than that found in common foxgloves. 5.2 Splendid Rock Salt This
splendid rock salt is sprinkled on meat during the smoking process to draw out its natural flavor. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Maple Sap Any insect foolhardy enough to attempt sampling its delight will invariably find itself trapped within this glutinous substance, preserved for future generations to study and possibly experiment on. 2.5
Wind Widow A tiny poisonous spider that weaves sail-like webs used by the vilekin to traverse the Sea of Clouds. Still, there are worse ways to go than being enveloped in one's favorite sweet treat.Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 5.11 Skybuilders' Dravanian Spring Water There are easier places to collect spring water than the Dravanian
forelands, though it seems your personal safety is not especially high on the skybuilders' list of concerns. 6.05 Thavnairian Mist A concentrated elixir blended in the Near Eastern island nation of Radz-at-Han. 5.2 Splendid Roots These splendid roots can endure the harshest of stresses, making them well suited to the extreme conditions the
Stewards oft find themselves in.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Adder Venomous, but not fatally so. 5.0 Steppe Flatweed An edible yellow flower that bears a close visual resemblance to the dandelion.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the
gathering log. 5.0 Grade 1 Dexterity Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Coriander A highly fragrant herb. 5.1 Scale
Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling down the hard scales of peistes and dragons. 4.3 Oddly Delicate Holy Water Most water is delicate by its very nature, this sort even more so. 3.05 Dragon Blood Most likely the blood of a dragon. 3.0 Blood Pepper A deep red variety of dragon pepper so hot it is widely believed by Far Eastern
cultures to drive away malignant spirits. 5.05 Grade 2 Mind Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Red Landtrap Leaf The thin,
twitching leaf of a roseling. 4.2 Grade 3 Reisui of Mind When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. Merchants
are hopeful that this will cause just the right amount of confusion to distract from the fact it is essentially identical to the grade 3 variety. 2.0 Enchanted Aurum Regis Ink Ink fortified with aurum regis sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 6.0 Dragon's Wart A mushroom so toxic that it is said a single bite can kill an adult dragon. 3.0 Black
Scorpion A deadly desert vilekin from whose venom can be extracted a potent paralyzing poison. 2.0 Mortar A mixture used in construction to bond bricks or stones. 5.11 Skybuilders' Dawn Lizard One day, this poor lizard is chasing other, smaller scurrying creatures across the desert plains of Amh Araeng, and the next, it is being transported to
another world and dragged lashing and kicking to Ishgard. 2.0 Mistletoe A poisonous, parasitic plant which survives by attaching itself to other larger plants. The response was, “No, taking the grade away from it would be called degrading.” Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 4.0 Grade 1 Strength Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear,
this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.0 Chickweed Though recognized as a weed, this winter annual is edible and will oft be harvested in the late months for use in
various Doman and Hingan dishes. 5.41 Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Ice Stalagmite Be sure to hold this the right way up or it could be mistaken for a stalactite.Used in expert crafting recipes. 4.36 Eblan Alumen An alumen sourced from the Eblan Rime. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Toad One skybuilder was heard to claim that to
assign grades to living creatures is degrading. 5.35 Oddly Specific Paste Great pains must be taken while mixing to ensure the paste does not end up as a semi-liquid, or even worse, a liquid. Delightful. 6.0 Moonlight Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. 5.21 Approved Grade 2
Skybuilders' Beehive A bee colony will often respond to the presence of intruders by swarming their intended target and using their own body heat to cook it alive. 2.4 Quicksilver Liquid metal widely utilized by alchemists in the production of firesand and by smiths in the production of alloys. 4.0 Crimson Firesand The use of coarse saltpeter
makes this flammable powder slightly more volatile than normal firesand. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Alumen In recent years, there have been calls to abandon the use of “pinches” as a unit of measurement for powders. 5.31 Grade 3 Strength Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will
dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 6.0 Everborn Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. This fine sand emits a weak glow indiscernible
during the day. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Hardened Sap Although the practical applications of a piece of hardened sap are somewhat unclear, it is at least considerably less sticky than unhardened sap, which helps to keep it free of impurities such as loose hairs, bits of pocket fluff, and so on.Used in expert crafting recipes. 3.0
Dried Ether Dry, flaky residue found at the bottom of a bottle of evaporated ether. 4.1 Royal Mistletoe A parasitic plant that is only found growing on the trees of the Diadem. 2.45 Dried Hi-Ether Dry, flaky residue found at the bottom of a bottle of evaporated hi-ether. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Umbral Tortoise In addition to its craggy
hide and shell protecting it from the teeth and claws of predators, the earth-aspected aether with which it is infused causes it to taste like soil. 5.2 Splendid Earthworm At first glance, this appears to be a common earthworm, but a closer look will reveal just how splendid it actually is.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the
gathering log. 5.11 Skybuilders' Highland Spring Water Any water gathered from Il Mheg is likely to have been enchanted by either the pixies or the Fuath, though that is a problem for the skybuilders, not you, to worry about. 3.1 Cloudsbreath Lack of imagination has led to most white flowers found growing in the skybound regions of Dravania
and Abalathia to be named after clouds, this specimen featuring winglike leaves being no exception. 3.0 Bladeleaf This variety of wild grass native to the Dravanian forelands is characterized by long, serrated leaves which can leave lacerations on unprotected skin. As such, only those pure of heart can drink of it without being killed instantly, or so it
is rumored.Used in expert crafting recipes. 4.05 Grade 2 Reisui of Vitality When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial
elements. 4.3 Frosted Glass Lens A hard flat lens made of opaque glass. 3.0 Superior Deep-red Enchanted Ink Fortifying ink with powder created by grinding down multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink fortified with common metals. 2.0 Purified Coke A hot-burning fuel created by
destructively distilling raw coal. 2.0 Berkanan Sap A highly sticky substance obtained from a berkanan. 2.0 Thavnairian Mistletoe A variety of parasitic plant that is commonly found growing on the stout acacia trees of Thavnair. 2.0 Trillium Bulb If planted and tended with loving care, this bulb should grow into a lovely trillium plant. 5.41
Grade 4 Skybuilders' Umbral Dirtleaf One of the only plants known to grow its leaves underground before allowing them to surface. 4.36 Grade 1 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing
so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Crystal-clear Rock Salt With a name that long, one might be forgiven for expecting it to be some sort of miraculous super-salt, capable of turning even the blandest dish into a festival of flavor. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Barbgrass
According to local legend, a night raid on a Temple Knights encampment was foiled when the assailants wandered into a patch of barbgrass. 3.0 Crab Oil A fragrant oil extracted from crabs. This fine sand emits a weak glow indiscernible at dawn. 2.0 Bear Fat This musky all-purpose oil is commonly used in tinctures as well as lamps. 2.0 Black
Cinnabar A form of cinnabar known to contain traces of quicksilver. 4.0 Cinnabar This red mineral is used to create quicksilver, as well as potent sedatives. 3.4 Grade 3 Reisui of Dexterity When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to
elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Growth Formula Eta This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Rock Salt “But Mother, can we not break the salt rock into smaller chunks to save us
all from having to lick the same piece? Excruciating, yes, but simple. 5.35 Oddly Specific Seed Extract An exact quantity of extract produced through an exacting extraction process. 5.2 Splendid Mugwort Few would suspect that such an innocuous plant could be used in the production of explosives. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Resin “He
tried to take it from me, or at least, he looked like he wanted to. Strangely, this even includes a number of desserts, which flies in the face of all common logic.Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 4.0 Pliable Glass Fiber This thinly spun glass is remarkably resistant to breakage, even when handled by a particularly clumsy craftsman. 6.0 Earthen
Hakutaku Eye A soiled eyeball of the legendary Hakutaku. 2.0 Concentrated Spirits of Salt An ultra-concentrated potent acid with myriad applications. 5.4 Spirits of Salt A potent acid with myriad applications. 3.05 Fragrant Steppe Herb This variety of steppe herb is so fragrant that its scent can travel more than a malm, potentially attracting
uninvited guests to the homes of hapless cooks.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.2 Splendid Trillium Some Qitari will claim that this flower is an essential ingredient in their traditional adhesive formula, while others have the sneaking suspicion that it actually makes no difference whether it is
included in the mixture or not. 3.0 Dawnlight Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. 2.0 Beehive Chip The nest of a honeybee, comprised of several hundred hexagonal chambers made of a waxy substance secreted by the vilekin. 5.0 Horn Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling down horns. 4.0
Petalouda Scales Scales from the wings of a petalouda. These include the production of snake wine, in which the scalekin is preserved in alcohol that gains a unique flavor and medicinal properties. Being born a toad and then carried against your wishes from your home in western Thanalan to icy Ishgard, where if you don't freeze to death, are likely
to be chopped up and boiled in a pot. For some unknown reason, the humours will not coagulate. 6.0 Endtide Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. Used as both an adhesive as well as a varnish. Just watch out for the horrors. Something went wrong. 2.0
Sandalwood Sap A partially congealed ball of sticky sap extracted from a sandalwood tree. 3.0 Gyr Abanian Alchemic An alchemical potation born in the Near East, and perfected in Gyr Abania. Best known as a versatile dye that can produce red, yellow, or even purple hues.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering
log. 4.0 Dynamite Ash All that remains after dynamite explodes. 2.0 Crescent Spring Water Clear, odorless water taken from one of the many springs found on Othard's Fanged Crescent. 5.0 Ice Stalagmite Ice stalactites hold on tight to the ceiling of a cave. 5.4 Humus Nutrient-rich soil consisting of decaying leaves. 5.21 Grade 2 Strength
Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Acidic Secretions The acidic secretions of a sea hare. 2.0 Enchanted
Truegold Ink Ink fortified with truegold sand to improve aetherial conductivity. And any other type of water, for that matter.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 2.0 Imperial Fern Presumably named by one of history's many oppressed lower classes, this fern's appellation cannot but refer to the pretentious way in which it curls. 5.21 Approved Grade 2
Skybuilders' Rock Salt There are few dishes that cannot be improved with a sprinkling of salt. 2.3 Zurvanite Carapace Fragment A blazing fragment retrieved from the protective armor of Zurvan, the Demon. 4.4 Highland Spring Water Mineral-rich water bottled at its high-elevation source. 4.1 Sophic Bead Fragment The radiant shard of a
shattered bead that once bedecked the Meracydian goddess Sophia's holy raiment. 2.0 Puk Wing The membranous wing of a puk. 5.25 Oddly Specific Synthetic Resin This compound is the result of hours of painstaking experimentation─which likely could have been avoided if the Skysteel engineers who ordered it had thought to provide the ratio
of ingredients alongside their excruciatingly detailed description of what the end result ought to look, smell, and taste like. 5.35 Oddly Specific Landborne Aethersand While sand that is “borne by the land” is actually rather commonplace, the part about it being aetherially charged does make its procurement quite a challenge. Rumor has it that its
sight will be restored when immersed in blood. 5.2 Grade 3 Mind Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.4 Grade 4 Reisui of
Intelligence When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. The eyes are slowly yet steadily growing in
number as they divide via mitosis. 4.0 Ambrosial Water Such fresh rainwater can only be collected on the highest of high isles in the sky. 5.1 Pneumite A peculiar crystalline rock formed from dark matter fused with elementally aspected crystals. 3.2 Filtered Water Water purified using a complex method of passing it through several layers of
charcoal and rock. 5.45 Oddly Delicate Mistletoe If one happens to eat one of these poisonous berries, they may find that their stomach also becomes oddly delicate. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Resin Resin this pure, this beautiful is far too good for the skybuilders. 2.1 Louhi's Ice An unmelting ice sphere collected at the scene of Louhi's
vanquishment. Nothing gives the game away quite like pained squeals of, “Oh, my poor bottom!”Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 3.2 Carnation A beautiful red flower often planted in public gardens or picked and put on display in houses. 2.0 Manor Varnish Used extensively at Haukke Manor, this varnish enhances the acoustic properties of
musical instruments. 2.2 Ochu Vine The thick, leathery vine of an ochu. 2.0 Latex The milky sap of a mature tree. 2.0 Hardened Veteran Tree Sap A partially congealed ball of sticky sap extracted from an aged tree. 3.0 Lanolin A waxy yellow substance extracted from sheep wool and used in ointments as well as to prevent rusting. 2.3
Coneflower Brought back from the New World in the west, this plant bearing large, horn-shaped flowers has been recently discovered to be effective in curing several different ailments. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Sesame The sesame plant is robust enough to grow in even the most inhospitable environments, including those in which the botanists
tasked with gathering said plant are incapable of surviving. 3.0 Halone Gerbera A flowering ornamental plant said to be beloved of Halone, the Fury. Probably best not to ask what's in it. 5.0 Growth Formula Theta This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 4.0 Everbright Aethersand The elementally aspected
remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. 2.45 Sacred Springwater Water collected from a natural fount said to be blessed by Ox'Dalan, guardian of the underworld.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. They need never know.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 5.2 Splendid
Lavender Bold yet soothing, the splendid scent of this herb helps the Qitari to navigate in the dark─while presumably keeping them relaxed.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.2 Wyvern's Wart A mushroom so toxic that it is said a single bite can kill an adult wyvern. 3.4 Grade 3 Mind Alkahest When
applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.5 Landborne Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced mineral
matter. 6.0 Bitter Foxglove A rare herb native to the Coerthas highlands. 6.05 Grade 6 Mind Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining
beneficial elements. 5.11 Skybuilders' Ala Mhigan Rock Salt When an Ishgardian culinarian stated that her latest dish needed a pinch of salt, the skybuilders sought out the very best, though perhaps more than a single pinch would be required to make the lengthy journey to the Lochs worthwhile. 2.0 Rhalgr's Streak Also known as Rhalgr's staff,
this long-leafed medicinal herb is native to the highlands of Gyr Abania.※Not included in the gathering log. 6.0 Lupin Seedling Its name meaning “wolf,” the lupin is a hardy plant resistant to the cold winds of the Eorzean north. 2.0 Coarse Saltpeter A translucent crystalline substance often used in making glass, firesand, and dyes. 5.05
Multifaceted Varnish A single coat of this all-in-one sealant, created in a collaborative effort by the Mean's various facets, can strengthen, protect, and polish any wooden surface to which it is applied. 4.55 Shroud Seedling A seedling that grows in the wilderness of the Black Shroud. 5.2 Splendid Natron While the Qitari use this rare substance as
an ingredient in cleansing solutions, some suspect that it merely masks odors rather than eliminating them. 2.1 Veteran Tree Sap This sap has been reverted from hardened lumps to its original liquid state via an alchemical process. It has a light-blue tint and a distinctly metallic flavor. 5.4 Cow Bitter This sweet-smelling perennial can be found
growing in all of the Three Great Continents. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Alumen Were the skybuilders less exacting in their demands, the standard alumen found in market stalls across Eorzea would be more than sufficient. 4.4 Gyr Abanian Mineral Water Clear water taken from a mountain spring on the eastern end of Abalathia's Spine. 4.0
Natron A white powder used in alchemy as a deodorizer and leavening agent. As valuable as sesame is, most would agree it is not worth risking life and limb for, not that the skybuilders seem particularly bothered by this when making their requests...Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 3.0 Deepeye Tears It would take at least twenty tears shed from
a heartbroken Lalafellin maiden to equal the liquid volume of one deepeye tear. 4.36 Lunar Curtain Unaspected crystals ground into a fine powder that, when cast in the air, form a magical barrier by means of absorbing free-roaming aetherial particles and concentrating them in a single point. 3.1 Windtea Leaves When steeped in boiling water,
the leaves of this rare perennial change color, turning a bright bluish green. 4.2 Grade 3 Reisui of Intelligence When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item
and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.11 Skybuilders' Horsetail Yanxia is rich in both flora and fauna, and horsetail forms a major part of the diet of many grazing creatures. 3.1 Rubber Pliable rubber made from latex. 2.0 Animal Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling down the hides of various animals. 2.0 Lunatender
Blossom A lovely flower found blooming on a lunatender's crown. 5.41 Archaic Enchanted Ink Ink enchanted using ancient techniques now lost. 4.0 Enchanted Platinum Ink Ink fortified with platinum sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 6.0 Muddy Water Cloudy water taken from a stagnant source. 4.4 Grade 4 Reisui of Mind When applied
to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.3 Levinstrike Aethersand This coarse-grained, highly concentrated aetherially
reduced mineral matter carries the distinctive scent of ozone. 3.0 Silex A pure white sand made up of finely ground silica. 3.05 Grade 3 Artisanal Skybuilders' Alumen Though alumen is commonly used in the tanning of animal hide, the artisanal can supposedly be used to tan other materials, such as hair or soil. 4.0 Mousse Flesh Apparently
edible...? 5.0 Lime Basil A herb that smells strongly of citrus. 4.45 Perfect Pounce An alchemical powder of a highly resinous texture used to not only prevent ink from spreading when applied to vellum, but to also maintain a high level of aetherial conductivity. 6.0 Grade 5 Mind Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this
experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.1 Dhalmel Saliva The odor of dhalmel saliva has been likened to that of the bloated corpse of a blue cheese artisan drowned in a Grand
Company camp latrine and left to sit in the hot sun for a sennight. 4.36 Hallowed Basil A herb with an aroma so heavenly, the gods themselves must have blessed it (or so say merchants who would see you buy their stock). 5.4 Grade 5 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve
away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.0 Ying-Yang's Tissue An unsightly portion of veined membrane ripped from Ying-Yang's (hopefully vestigial) wings. 5.25 Oddly Specific Fossil Dust Whether naturalists would
wholly approve of the Skysteel Manufactory's appropriation of microfossil-rich powder for industrial purposes is a matter probably best not raised in company of said naturalists, as to do so would likely bring about swift confiscation. 4.3 Hawk's Eye Sand Conversion of the mineral hawk's eye via an alchemical process is the only way to create this
incomparably fine sand. Used in alchemy as a deodorizer and leavening agent. 3.4 Goblinol A potent solvent created by goblins and known for its biting odor said to resemble unrefined ceruleum. So I cut him. 4.4 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Alumen Another in a seemingly endless list of powdered substances that are of vital importance to alchemists,
goldsmiths, and the like, but mean─to quote the common vernacular─bugger all to everyone else. 2.0 Radz-at-Han Quenching Oil A high-quality oil used for treating metals. The response was, “No, taking the grade away from it would be called degrading.”Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 5.4 Humic Soil A carefully prepared blend of soil and
decaying leaves. 3.3 Penthesilea's Flame An ever-burning ember collected from the site of the warrioress Penthesilea's vanquishment. 2.2 Hard Water To the layman, hard water may sound like a convoluted way to say “ice,” but experts would disagree. 2.0 Lavender A fragrant purple flower found growing in coastal areas throughout Aldenard.
Luckily, those conditions cannot be easily verified, and can therefore be ignored. 3.1 Dravanian Spring Water Clear water taken from a spring in the foothills of Abalathia's Spine. 3.3 Cubus Flesh Not only does this flesh have an unpleasant texture, it also smells horrendous. 5.05 Nagxian Cudweed Though recognized as a weed, this winter
annual is edible and will oft be harvested in the late months for use in various Doman and Hingan dishes. 2.0 Bombard Core Gathered from the smoldering carcass of a Bombard during the most recent invasion and carefully stored in an underground cellar, this core remains red-hot despite being long removed from its owner. 2.0 Scarlet Flax A
variety of flax that, when dried, turns a deep red.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Tortoise Those who believe dogs are man's best friend have obviously never met a tortoise.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 2.0 Jellyfish Umbrella The soft, gelatinous body of a
jellyfish. 6.0 Grade 5 Strength Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. Can be boiled down to make sweet maple
sugar. 5.2 Splendid Clay While clay is a common enough material, only the truly splendid is used in the repair of broken pots and such, as the Qitari tend to be rather fussy about such matters.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.25 Oddly Specific Seeds These seeds have been closely inspected for quality.
6.05 Grade 6 Strength Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.1 Blue Landtrap Leaf The thin, twitching leaf of a
flytrap. 2.0 Vitriol A strong, viscous acid known to corrode almost any metal. 5.3 White Scorpion A rare albino scorpion, thought to be an ill omen by the early Dunesfolk tribes. 5.2 Grade 3 Strength Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements
detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Dart Frog This tiny frog found in the swamps and lakes of the Black Shroud secretes a powerful poison known to induce paralysis. 5.41 Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Spring Water Spring water is said to result from a series of
complex processes that unfold deep underground. 3.0 Hoptrap Leaf The thin, twitching leaf of a hoptrap. Winter, however, is generally out of the question, for obvious reasons.Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 5.21 Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Hardened Sap Although the practical applications of a piece of hardened sap are somewhat unclear, it
is at least considerably less sticky than unhardened sap, which helps to keep it free of impurities such as loose hairs, bits of pocket fluff, and so on.Used in expert crafting recipes. 2.5 Enchanted Rose Gold Ink Ink fortified with rose gold sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 2.0 Bog Sage The azure flowers of this plant brighten the landscape
when in bloom, but its true value is in its leaves. 4.3 Effervescent Water Naturally sparkling water bottled at the source. 3.0 Grade 1 Vitality Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better
attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.2 Pudding Flesh A foul-smelling, gelatinous mass taken from a pudding. 2.2 Burning Hakutaku Eye A fiery eyeball of the legendary Hakutaku. 3.05 Grade 2 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away
minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.5 Nigari A coagulant naturally found in seawater, commonly used in the Far East to make tofu. 2.45 Althyk Lavender A fragrant variety of lavender rarely found in the arid
lowland regions of Thanalan. 2.0 Foxglove A poisonous herb native to the Coerthas highlands. 4.0 Rock Salt A large chunk of naturally occurring salt crystals. 3.0 Gardenia Fruit Originating in the Far East, the fruit may be dried and used to dye cloth. 5.3 Snailfish Oil Thick, pungent oil cold-pressed from the writhing corpse of a deep-water
snailfish. They need never know. 4.36 Camphor The waxy, crystallized remnants of a liquid drawn from steamed bits of camphorwood. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Truespring Water The advertising slogan, “Spring water never tasted so true,” has left many Ishgardians both impressed and baffled in equal measure. 5.41 Grade 4
Skybuilders' Mistletoe A prominent feature in many Starlight Celebration decorations, mistletoe is much loved by the people of Ishgard. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Rock Salt There are few dishes that cannot be improved with a sprinkling of salt. In fact, it may very well be an ordinary stone. 5.0 Fine Wax Superior-quality wax used in the
maintenance of furnishings at Haukke Manor. 5.0 Cutting Oil A lubricant used in the working of metal. Any creatures patient and strong enough to reach the tender meat inside are invariably left disappointed.Can only be gathered during an umbral duststorm.Used in expert crafting recipes. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Toad One of the skybuilders
has been tasked with kissing every toad they receive on the off chance it being a cursed prince. 5.0 Holy Basil A herb with an aroma so heavenly, it will cleanse both your soul and your palate of ill flavors (or so say merchants who would see you buy their stock). 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Beehive A bee colony will often respond to the presence of
intruders by swarming their intended target and using their own body heat to cook it alive. Winter, however, is generally out of the question, for obvious reasons. 2.2 Spiritweed Root The underground portion of a ghastly-looking shrub, used in offerings to the god of death.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log.
2.0 Approved Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Dawn Lizard Those wondering what separates this from a non-artisanal dawn lizard need only observe the way it devours its prey. 3.0 Tarantula A deadly forest spider from whose venom can be extracted a potent silencing poison. The essence of its essence, so to speak. Many volunteers suspect that
such tasks are set merely to test their patience.Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 4.0 Growth Formula Gamma This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. The leaves contain a mild irritant that, when rubbed against the skin, may cause minor reddening and swelling. 4.05 Grade 2 Reisui of Strength When applied to
items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.0 Ala Mhigan Salt Crystal These pinkish crystals grow naturally on the shores
of Loch Seld. 5.41 Grade 4 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.0 Growth Formula Kappa This
alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 5.35 Oddly Specific Primordial Resin The passing of time has rendered this once translucent jewel of the forest as opaque as obsidian. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Spring Water A number of stringent tests are performed to determine the grade assigned to spring water,
including the measurement of time taken to evaporate when poured into a shallow dish and placed next to a hot pig.Used in level 60 and 70 crafting recipes. 4.2 Tiger Lily A variety of tall-growing lily, the bulbs of which can be used in various medicines. 5.05 Grade 2 Dexterity Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical
liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Alumen Another in a seemingly endless list of powdered substances that are of vital importance to alchemists, goldsmiths,
and the like, but mean─to quote the common vernacular─bugger all to everyone else. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Asphaltum Plans to use this sticky, black substance to cover the streets of Ishgard were vehemently opposed, as it would ruin the uniformly grey aesthetic─which on most days includes the sky itself.Used in level 60 crafting
recipes. Judicious application is key if it is to be used for aesthetic purposes. 2.0 Alyssum This annual is coveted by perfumers for its honey-sweet aroma. 5.3 Desert Seedling A seedling that grows in the wilderness of Thanalan. 3.05 Raziqsand Discovered by a Far Eastern alchemist, this powder is used to harden gold. And other things. 2.0
Multifaceted Alchemic This alchemical concoction, created through collaborative efforts by the Mean's various facets, can be put to myriad uses─not all of them safe or recommended. 5.35 Oddly Specific Sap Before use, it should be shaken, stirred, shaken again, and then poured down a gagana's gullet and regurgitated, as tradition dictates. 5.21
Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Mistletoe Any ancient myths describing darts made from a sprig of mistletoe neglect to mention the fact that when thrown, it displays the airborne grace of a drunken, one-winged chicken.Used in level 60 crafting recipes. 2.1 Fish Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling down various parts of fish and other
wavekin. 5.1 Sungold Firesand A higher concentration of saltpeter makes this flammable powder slightly more explosive than normal firesand. In several cases, the snake has been known to spring to life after moons of being entirely submerged in the liquid.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. This fine sand emits a brilliant light discernible even at
midday. But also, rather a good location to harvest salt. Now in concentrate! 2.0 Growth Formula Epsilon This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 5.0 Vampire Plant This rare variety of parasitic plant is known to suck the lifeblood from all flora with which it comes in contact. In any case, it is at least soft enough to
be poured into and out of a bottle. 5.11 Skybuilders' Rock Salt Although upper La Noscea seems rather a distant location from which to source something as simple as salt, the Ishgardians are nothing if not particular in their tastes. 5.2 Splendid Silkworm Succulent and nourishing, this silkworm will have any Qitari exclaiming “Splendid!”※Only for
use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.36 Lotus Leaf A lotus leaf grown to immense size, suitable for keeping the sun and the rain at bay. 5.0 Ageflow Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. 6.05 Allagan Catalyst Dubbed a “god in
the machina” by those who first discovered it, modern scholars have yet to discover not only what the catalytic agent contains, but exactly how it functions, understanding only that the substance is required to strengthen the properties of certain materials. 4.3 Steppe Vine A pliable vine collected in the Azim Steppe.※Only for use in Namazu beast
tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 3.55a Icetrap Leaf The thin, twitching leaf of an icetrap. 2.4 Brimstone A natural sulphur occurring in volcanic regions around Eorzea. 6.0 Pine Resin A sticky substance secreted by pine trees when their limbs are cut. 6.1 Bat Wing The leathery wing of a bat. 4.4 Grade 4 Reisui of Vitality When
applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. It is often ground into fine grains before being used to flavor and
preserve food. 2.5 Glazenut The oil extracted from this nut is ideal for use as varnish. 3.0 Enchanted High Durium Ink Ink containing high durium sand to improve its aetherial conduction. 2.0 Sharlayan Aether Oil A Sharlayan imitation of an Allagan concoction, this aetherochemical oil can be applied to metal to lower its aetherial conductivity.
2.3 Potash A mixture of plant ashes soaked in distilled water. 5.2 Splendid Seeds The oil extracted from these seeds burns splendidly in lamps.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Sesame Sesame is not only a useful plant, but the mere mention of its name is believed
to open many doors in a very literal sense.Used in level 40 crafting recipes. Used by barbers, chirurgeons, and chymists alike to drain the tainted humours from an ill patient. That is to say: it tastes of nothing and smells of nothing. 3.0 Superior Enchanted Ink Ink originating from the Near East, boasting superior aetherial conductivity. 2.0 Moon
Gel A strong adhesive created by mixing together some mystery ingredients. 2.0 Beeswax Fragrant yellow wax created by melting down beehives. 3.45 Skybuilders' Adder Venomous snakes are something of a rarity in Ishgard, so the skybuilders have ordered that some be delivered from the Azim Steppe to help improve morale. 6.0 Enchanted
Mythril Ink Ink fortified with mythril sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 5.05 Grade 2 Intelligence Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining
beneficial elements. However, the fact that an amount equal to a single pinch is rarely enough to cause even the most sensitive of scales to budge leads to difficulties when deciding on a weight-based standard. Used to exorcise most evil spirits from worldly items. 3.0 Xelphatol Spring Water Slightly effervescent water bottled at a spring located
deep in the heart of the Ixali homeland, Xelphatol. Used in level 40 crafting recipes. 2.0 Enchanted Koppranickel Ink Ink fortified with koppranickel sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 4.1 Gyr Abanian Alumen A brownish variety of the mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal hides. 5.25 Oddly Specific Oil While the instructions relating
to the oil itself were not particularly specific, the bottle must be made from glass expertly crafted in the light of a full moon and blessed by forest spirits. 4.2 Thavnairian Alumen Quarried from Thavnair's towering sea cliffs, this mineral is prized by leatherworkers for its use in tanning hides. 3.0 Fine Glass Fiber This incredibly thinly spun glass is
well suited to enhancing water resistance. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Skybuilders' Mistletoe A prominent feature in many Starlight Celebration decorations, mistletoe is much loved by the people of Ishgard. 2.0 Cloud Acorn The Vanu Vanu will oft use these large seeds in the creation of sacred ornaments, or even armor. 5.2 Pellitory A fine powder
ground from dried mountain daisies. 5.0 Fernleaf Lavender A fragrant herb with notched leaves. The leaves contain high concentrations of tannin, an ingredient necessary in tanning leather. 4.3 Steppe Hay A heaping helping of hay wholly for horses.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.0 Enchanted
Silver Ink Ink fortified with silver sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 5.0 Crystal Glass This exceptionally transparent glass does not actually contain any crystal, but earns its name for being as clear as crystallized aether. 5.05 Grade 2 Vitality Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute
amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.4 Grade 4 Vitality Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to
vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.0 Holy Water Water blessed by an anointed Halonic Orthodox priest. 4.0 Yellow Alumen A more colorful version of the typically white mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal hides. 2.0 Starch Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling
down assorted plant matter. Its venom is known to contain a potent bleeding poison. 2.5 Allagan Resin A multi-purpose aetherochemical concoction devised by the Allagans for use in many of their creations. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Barbgrass According to local legend, a night raid on a Temple Knights encampment was foiled when the
assailants wandered into a patch of barbgrass. 3.0 Dravanian Mote This lighter-than-air flora is unique to the Churning Mists. 3.5 Polarized Glass Glass treated with a complex alchemical concoction to reduce glare. 5.35 Oddly Specific Latex It is a relatively simple matter for a skilled botanist to collect latex from a specified plant in a specified
vessel by specified means. 3.0 Deep-red Enchanted Ink Fortifying ink with powder created by grinding down multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink fortified with common metals. 4.0 Nymeia Lily A flowering ornamental plant said to be beloved of Nymeia, the Spinner. 4.3 Scarlet Sap
Its color reminiscent of blood, this sap is used in the working of aged lumber. 3.0 Sacred Spring Water Bottled from a spring found atop one of the Far East's holiest peaks, this water is believed to contain a vast amount of highly concentrated aetherial energy. 2.0 Scalekin Blood The cold blood of a scaled creature. 2.0 Growth Formula Delta
Concentrate This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. Sadly, this is not the case, although it is nonetheless rather good as far as salt goes. 3.5 3.0 Countess Tea Leaves Once consumed exclusively by the upper classes but now available to the hoi polloi. 4.05 Scuroglow Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally
aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. Nothing gives the game away quite like pained squeals of, “Oh, my poor bottom!” Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 2.0 Treant Sap The lifeblood of a living tree. 5.2 Splendid Saltpeter Not to be confused with salt. 3.0 Dravanian Mistletoe A variety of parasitic plant found growing on trees in the
Churning Mists. 5.0 Swordleaf This rare variety of wild grass native to the Dravanian forelands is characterized by long, serrated leaves which have been known to slice through hardened leather like it were butter. 3.4 Golden Hakutaku Eye A lustrous eyeball of the legendary Hakutaku. 2.0 Odd Herb Both the nature and utility of this peculiar
herb are impossible to imagine.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. This, however, is suspected to be one of the many tasks designed to keep troublesome workers out of mischief, along with polishing the coal and washing the soap. 5.25 Oddly Specific Glass This pane is “see-through, but not too seethrough,” precisely as ordered. 5.31 Grade 3 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.21 Approved
Grade 2 Artisanal Skybuilders' Spring Water Rather than simply being free of impurities, this water actually possesses the ability to preemptively destroy any impurities that dare to come near it. Or not. 4.05 Raziqcoat Developed by a Near Eastern alchemist, this powder is used to treat and harden aurum regis. 4.3 Sublime Solution Whatever it
does, it does it sublimely. 3.0 Defthand's Dissolvent When applied to crafting or gathering gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.5 High-gloss Urushi This black coating,
made from the sap of the lacquer tree, is used to both color and preserve wooden crafts, and can be polished to an extraordinarily glossy sheen. 5.25 Oddly Specific Glue Most glues are designed to be used on certain types of material, whereas this sort is specifically meant to glue everything to everything else, including any container one may
choose to place it in. 4.0 Everdeep Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of highly concentrated aetherially reduced mineral matter. It can be used to not only treat and strengthen wood and leather, but also as a powerful adhesive. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Umbral Galewood Sap Practically pulsating with wind-aspected
aether. 5.4 Grade 4 Mind Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 4.2 Grade 3 Reisui of Strength When applied to items
such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to strength, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.2 Splendid Tarantula The venom of this spider is splendid for concocting a potent
poison.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.0 Matron's Mistletoe This variety of parasitic plant is named after the goddess Nophica as it appears to embrace the trees on which it grows. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Resin Resin this pure, this beautiful is far too good for the skybuilders. 5.31
Grade 3 Skybuilders' Mistletoe Used in a variety of medical treatments despite being highly toxic. 5.41 Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Caiman In this case, “artisanal” refers to the caiman itself rather than the person tasked with procuring it. 2.0 Rubber Band A pliant, durable band made from rubber. 2.0 Rue A low-growing shrub recognizable
by its tiny yellow flowers and faint odor. 5.2 Splendid Beehive Chip The royal honey that can be scraped off this beehive chip can fortify the body and make splendid even the most downcast of spirits.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. Sadly, this is not the case, although it is nonetheless rather good as far
as salt goes.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. Smells as foul as it sounds. 2.0 Volcanic Rock Salt The red hue of this rock salt is said to come from the volcanic soil of O'Ghomoro. Much worse, in fact. Also has a distinct sweet taste, although one should take care when adding it to their beverages, unless the aim is to create a literal storm in a
teacup.Can only be gathered during an umbral tempest.Used in expert crafting recipes. Workers displaying a lack of enthusiasm will be given some time in “the pit” to rediscover their commitment to the cause. 5.2 Bomb Ash Grey ash produced by the internal combustions of a bomb. 4.0 Alchemical Charcoal A hot-burning fuel created by
destructively distilling raw coal in the forges of the Great Work. 3.1 Pagos Spring Water Clear, cool water taken from a spring in the Pagos region of Eureka. 3.0 Deep-green Enchanted Ink Fortifying ink with powder created by grinding down multi-aspected crystals has been found to improve aetherial conductivity several times more than ink
fortified with common metals. 2.0 Chiaroglow Aethersand The coarse-grained, elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced matter. Perfect for practical jokes and party tricks.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 2.4 Dungeon Seedling A seedling that grows in the dank depths of the Thousand Maws of Toto–Rak. 5.21 Approved Grade 2
Skybuilders' Alumen Were the skybuilders less exacting in their demands, the standard alumen found in market stalls across Eorzea would be more than sufficient. 4.0 Growth Formula Zeta This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. 2.1 Jellyfish Cnida The poison-producing spines of a jellyfish. 5.21 Grade 2
Skybuilders' Silex The name makes it sound far more sinister than it actually is. 5.0 Urushi Made from the caustic sap of lacquer trees native to the Far East, urushi is used to protect wood by giving it a hard, glossy finish. 4.0 Enchanted Manasilver Ink Ink fortified with manasilver sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 4.3 Steppe Wildgrass
Wind-kissed wildgrass smooth enough for weaving.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.3 Steppe Spring Water Clear water taken from a spring east of Mol Iloh.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.35 Oddly Specific Rubber The procurement of this rubbery
specimen did not differ significantly from that of lesser varieties, though the manner in which it is handled before use tends to raise eyebrows. 5.35 Oddly Specific Primordial Asphaltum The perfect substance for scalekin to dive into and enjoy a good frolic. 4.0 Grade 1 Reisui of Vitality When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern
potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 3.55a Ashen Alumen Unusually dark-hued alumen. The skybuilders have discovered that this can be utilized to keep their
hands warm, although the fact that said bees are still very much capable of stinging does present a minor flaw in this otherwise brilliant idea.Used in level 60 crafting recipes. A few scrubs with a marimo produces a distinctive pond-like fragrance, which is many magnitudes more pleasant than what Qitari usually smell of, which does not bear
description.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 6.0 Grade 6 Dexterity Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to dexterity, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to
the remaining beneficial elements. 3.0 Grade 1 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.0 Coke A
hot-burning fuel created by destructively distilling raw coal. 5.0 Enchanted Manganese Ink Ink containing powdered manganese sand to improve its aetherial conduction. 2.0 Fine Alumen A yellowish mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal hides. 3.05 Black Alumen A darker variety of the mineral used by leatherworkers to tan animal
hides. 2.0 Clear Glass Lens A hard flat lens made of uncolored glass. 5.3 Light-kissed Aethersand Carefully selected granules of crystal. 2.1 Gaelicatnip A relative to pepper- and spearmint, gaelicatnip is an aromatic herb often brewed into teas. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Finest Rock Salt Many people prefer to keep such chunks whole
so that they may be used as “salt rocks.” These are placed in the center of the dining table so that anyone who feels their meal is lacking in saltiness can simply lick it and carry on with their meal.Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 5.0 Fiend Sap Left behind by the Fiend, this lump of sap appears to induce growth in living organisms. 5.21 Grade 2
Skybuilders' Crystal-clear Rock Salt With a name that long, one might be forgiven for expecting it to be some sort of miraculous super-salt, capable of turning even the blandest dish into a festival of flavor. 2.0 Carnivorous Seedling A seedling that grows in the suffocating confines of the Aurum Vale. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Spring

Water The name may indicate that there are very specific criteria to pass muster with the skybuilders, but the taste and smell are the same as almost any other type of water. Used in level 60 crafting recipes. This fine sand emits a weak glow indiscernible at gloaming. 5.4 Grade 4 Intelligence Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this
experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.2 Splendid Nut Nuts typically are not thought of as traps, but when they're this splendid─and packed with arcane energy─their
uses expand exponentially.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Cloud Drop Water Most people realize “cloud drop” is just a fancy way to say “rain.” Not many customers would be willing to pay for mere rainwater, but cloud drop water, on the other hand... 6.0 Extra Effervescent
Water Naturally sparkling water bottled at the source. 4.0 Persimmon Tannin A translucent liquid extracted from persimmon wood by steeping it in hot water. Now lick the rock and put it back on the table.”─Typical Ishgardian mealtime conversationUsed in level 40 crafting recipes. 2.0 Powdered Horn A fine powder ground from the charred horn
of an unidentifiable beast. 5.25 Oddly Specific Leafborne Aethersand The original request was simply for green sand, which does not actually leave that many options. 3.05 Slithersand Smooth granules of the mineral also known as green cinnabar, containing traces of quicksilver. The skybuilders have discovered that this can be utilized to keep
their hands warm, although the fact that said bees are still very much capable of stinging does present a minor flaw in this otherwise brilliant idea. 4.0 Belah'dian Glass A round pane of glass excavated from ancient Belah'dian ruins. 2.0 Jellyfish Humours A thick, viscid oil extracted from a variety of jellyfish known as the ocean cloud. 2.0
Enchanted Gold Ink Ink fortified with gold sand to improve aetherial conductivity. This scalekin is particularly gifted in the art of nest building, or at least it was before being clobbered over the head and dragged off to the skybuilders.Used in expert crafting recipes. 2.0 Lampblack Linseed Oil Linseed oil mixed with soot collected from oil lamps to
give it a deep-black color. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Spring Water Despite the potentially misleading name, it can also be collected in summer and autumn. 2.1 Ahriman Wing The large, veined wing of an ahriman. 5.11 Skybuilders' Resin Thankfully, the resin appears to have suffered no ill effects during your return from the Rak'tika Greatwood,
meaning that it is still a gelatinous blob with seemingly no practical application whatsoever. 3.0 Abalathian Spring Water Clear water taken from a spring on one of the many islets floating above Abalathia's Spine. Wait a moment and try again. 2.0 Growth Formula Delta This alchemically formulated potation accelerates the growth of foliage. Of
course, it is all fun and games until someone gets dragged down and preserved for future generations to excavate. 2.0 Fish Oil A clear oil extracted from the fatty tissue of various fish. Used to exorcise evil spirits from worldly items. 2.1 Moth Scales The powdery scales of a giant moth's wing. Despite being clear, when viewed under light, they
shine a brilliant white. Perfect for practical jokes and party tricks. 2.2 Raziqsap Developed by a Far Eastern alchemist, this powder is used to harden platinum. 5.0 Seaborne Aethersand The elementally aspected remnants of aetherially reduced sea life. 5.2 Splendid Marimo While even the most scholarly of scholars struggle to identify exactly
what this mysterious aquatic substance actually is, the Qitari have discovered it to be incredibly useful in the removal of unwanted odors. 4.2 Grade 3 Reisui of Vitality When applied to items such as battle gear, this Far Eastern potation will, similarly to Eorzean dissolvents, dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental
to vitality, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.21 Approved Grade 3 Artisanal Skybuilders' Alumen Though alumen is commonly used in the tanning of animal hide, the artisanal can supposedly be used to tan other materials, such as hair or soil. 5.0 Sweet Marjoram A herb cultivated for
both its medicinal uses and pleasant fragrance. 5.0 Grade 1 Intelligence Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to intelligence, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.21
Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Cloud Drop Water Most people realize “cloud drop” is just a fancy way to say “rain.” Not many customers would be willing to pay for mere rainwater, but cloud drop water, on the other hand...Used in level 80 crafting recipes. 4.1 Coal Tar An oily black liquid made from coal. 5.31 Grade 3 Skybuilders' Finest Rock
Salt Many people prefer to keep such chunks whole so that they may be used as “salt rocks.” These are placed in the center of the dining table so that anyone who feels their meal is lacking in saltiness can simply lick it and carry on with their meal. 5.2 Splendid Scorpion Dwelling in rocky areas, this scorpion is splendidly hardy and promises to
impart this quality to those who devour it.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 2.0 Grazing Grass A bag of the lush grass upon which Azim Steppe dzos are wont to graze.※Only for use in Namazu beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.45 Young Water Lily A unique type of flora which grows
on inland ponds, its round, flat leaves creating a floating canopy on the water's surface. 3.0 Levin Mint The pink leaves of this peculiar mint thrum gently with lightning energy. 5.0 Enchanted Durium Ink Ink fortified with durium sand to improve aetherial conductivity. 3.05 Grade 2 Mind Alkahest When applied to items such as battle gear, this
experimental alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to mind, and by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 2.0 Rosemary A savory herb treasured for its ability to enhance focus and concentration. The leaves can be harvested and used in salads,
or the plant can be allowed to bolt and the seeds gathered and used to spice ale. 2.0 Chamomile A fragrant yellow flower found growing throughout Vylbrand. 5.2 Grade 3 Vitality Dissolvent When applied to items such as battle gear, this alchemical liquid will dissolve away minute amounts of aether aspected to elements detrimental to vitality, and
by doing so, better attune the item and its wearer to the remaining beneficial elements. 5.21 Approved Grade 2 Skybuilders' Silex The name makes it sound far more sinister than it actually is.Used in level 70 crafting recipes. 5.0 Resin The viscous sap of a coniferous tree. This is not an ice stalactite. 3.2 Seventh Heaven A rare flower that has an
elemental aspect tipped severely in the direction of astral. 4.05 Borax This soft lusterless crystal is believed to stay the hands of corruption and is used in the preservation of organics. 2.0 Refined Natron A pure white powder with no trace of impurity. 5.41 Approved Grade 4 Artisanal Skybuilders' Caiman In this case, “artisanal” refers to the
caiman itself rather than the person tasked with procuring it. 5.0 Ahriman Tears Large teardrops harvested from an ahriman. Nevertheless, it continues to be used to this day, as Qitari are content to comply with the teachings of the ancients, no matter how absurd they may be.※Only for use in Qitari beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering
log. 5.25 Odorless Animal Fat This gobbet of beastkin tissue does not exhibit the rancid odor most commonly associated with animal fat. 2.0 Bee Basket A tightly knitted wicker basket filled with a swarm of agitated honeybees. 4.3 Steppe Sedge A perennial that proliferates through the grasslands of the Azim Steppe.※Only for use in Namazu
beast tribe quests.※Not included in the gathering log. 4.0 Wing Glue An adhesive substance created by boiling down the leathery wings of bats, wyverns, and imps. 4.36 Pazuzu's Feather A foul feather plucked from the Eurekan nightmare, Pazuzu. 5.31 Approved Grade 3 Skybuilders' Mistletoe Used in a variety of medical treatments despite
being highly toxic. Often carried by young Lalafellin girls as a good-luck charm. 5.41 Grade 4 Skybuilders' Truespring Water The advertising slogan, “Spring water never tasted so true,” has left many Ishgardians both impressed and baffled in equal measure. 5.21 Grade 2 Skybuilders' Toad One skybuilder was heard to claim that to assign grades
to living creatures is degrading. 2.0 Tawny Latex Tawny in color, this rare variety of latex is yielded only by specific trees. However, to counteract this, those creatures have developed an especially tough lining to the inside of their mouths, and could probably bite down on a handful of broken glass without so much as batting an eyelid.Used in
expert crafting recipes. 4.25 Pearl Roselle A milky white flower commonly found growing in the humid climes of the southern seas.
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